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Class VI [GS] Worksheet- Ls… 12 DON’T THEY MATTER TOO?

Choose the correct answer/fill in the blanks/true or false:

1. Jane Goodall’s mother was very
[a] Dominating [b] supportive [c] submissive [d] protective

2. Jane had an absurd or laughable dream, which means she had a ------------- dream
[a] humorous [b] ridiculous [c] hilarious [d] silly

3. “Jane if you really want something, you work hard”. Said Jane’s
[a] relatives [b] father [c] friends [d] mother

4. Louis Leakey gave Jane a chance to find about-----------

5. “When I arrived there in 1960”. Where did Jane arrive?
[a] Africa [b] Australia [c] America [d] Asia

6. When did Jane go to the jungles of Africa again?
[a]1970 [b] 2000 [c] 2002 [d] 2005

7. Paleontologist studies the ------------- of animals
[a] behaviour [b] fossils [c] research work [d] eating habits

8. Fifi the oldest friend of Jane is ------------ years old
[a]43 [b] 40 [c] 41 [d] 42

9. Matriarch refers to the ----------------- of the family
[a]Master [b]member [c]mother [d] maiden

10. There are certain memories which only Jane and her chimpanzee friend share because the
others

[a] Migrated to another forest [b] were shifted to other reserves
[c] were taken to laboratories for experiments                            [d] are dead

11. It is a mystery for Jane when she looks at Fifi’s
[a]activities [b] behaviour [c] emotions [d] eyes

12. Jane went to ------------- university to do her Ph.D
[a]Oxford [b] Cambridge [c] Harvard [d] Stanford

13. Naming the animals instead of giving them numbers is more --------------- according to some
professors. [Scientific / unscientific]

14. Jane felt that animals had feelings. True/False

15. ‘I could not talk about their personalities’. ‘Their’ refers to



[a] professors [b] fellow-students [c] humans [d] chimpanzees
16. Animals used and even made tools ripping leaves off twigs proves they have ------------

[a]Feelings [b] emotions [c] rational thoughts [d] personalities

17. Most scientists declared that
[a] animals could not feel happy or sad [b] animals could feel fearful filled with

despair
[c] Humans do not have any emotions             [d] only humans have these emotions

18. There has been a gradual change in science since
[a]Early 60’s [b] late 90’s [c] early 90’s [d] late 60’s

19. ‘Usually, those are the one who are conducting some fairly cruel form of research.’ Pick out
the 2 adverbs from the above sentence. [a] _______________      [b] ___________________

20. People who think animals have feelings are the ones who are doing things like raising
animals in intensive farms for food or hunting them. True/ False

21. ‘We owe a debt of gratitude to the chimpanzees, these amazing beings’ means
[a] we must admire them [b] we must be thankful to them
[c] we must be kind to them                      [d] we must conduct some experiments on them.

22. We used to think that there was a big chasm between us and the animal kingdom- chasm
means

[a] Gap [b] enmity [c] similarity [d] closeness

23. ‘Don’t I matter in your field of compassion’ Here ‘I’ refers to--------------

24. Chimpanzees teach us to feel
[a] Kind [b] gratitude [c] humble [d] proud

25. The fifth great apes are
[a]Humans [b] Chimpanzees [c] monkeys [d] Gorillas

26. In Africa, a hundred years ago, there were about ------------- chimpanzees.
[a]200,00,000 [b] 2,00,000 [c] 20,00,000 [d] 25,000

27. The greatest threat to all animals in the great Congo basin is
[a] Bush-meat trade [b] Meat-bush treat [c] Meat-beef treat
[d] Beef-meat trade

28. New kind of hunting is possible in this area because of
[a] new weapons [b] roads into the deep forest [c] Brave hunters
[d] plenty of animals available there

29. Nowadays the pigmy hunters live in harmony with their forest world. True/False

30. Write the other parts of the words ------ It is absolute _______________ not sustain_______



The log ______________ companies will destroy every ________________________.


